
Robert Smith 
Molding Supervisor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Effective leader, who excels at using proven methods and cutting edge 
technology to successfully reduce cost, streamline operations, and 
increasing productivity. Assertive and enthusiastic, with extensive 
knowledge in process optimization and unsurpassed worth ethics.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Molding Supervisor
ABC Corporation -   1987 – 1988 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for 30 Injection molding presses.
 Interacted with several automakers, while continuously improving 

quality practices as a quality engineer with in the plant.
 Initiated several steps to ensure Customer Satisfaction, while using 8D 

problem solving skills.
 Promoted to Engineering Manager, in charge of the Proto-type plant, 

initiating several new programs for Summit Polymers.
 Took programs from design phase through initial production.
 Worked with Tooling and Design to develop strong and very operator 

friendly and ergonomically sound fixtures.
 Conducted design review and fixture runoff to ensure parts were to 

spec.

Molding Supervisor
Delta Corporation -   1983 – 1987 

Responsibilities:

 Supervised up to 12 people and 14 injection molding machines ranging 
from 38 ton to 300 ton.

 Make molds Pour molten steel Operate induction furnaces Scheduling of
molding and pouring dates.

 Hold accountable for molding department, production planning, 
personnel management, resign control, machine maintenance, molding 
process technique .

 Saved up about USD 200,000 in cost reduction for a stewpot product 
molding process during 2001 financial year.

 Interpreting electrical/electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic 
prints/schematics Perform adjustments on robot Performing program 
edits, modifications or .

 Participate and actively contribute in the APQP process within the cross 
functional team Initiate process and product improvements initiatives .

 for Herman mold master and Osborne mold machines responsible for 
meeting daily production requirements.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, 
Mathcad, Mastercam, 
CAD.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

BA
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